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Abs&w!t. We present a procedure of realizing a stochastic system by interconnecting smaller 
stochastic systems. It is shown that every n-state stochastic system can be decomposed into a 
whirl interconnection of m r-state component stochastic systems. where the three parameters n, 
m and r s;ltisfy certain inequalities. The basic idea is from Hartmanis’ (1962) substitution property 
for deterministic automata. 
The decomposition theory of stochastic systems has been investigated by several 
authors [3-U], since Bacon [3] first applied the concept of Hartmanis [l] and 
Hartmanis and Stearns’s [2] substitution property (SP) to the decomposition of 
stochastic systems. 
The SP plays a very important role in the decomposition of stochastic systems. 
However, the condition for a given stochastic matrix to have a partition with SP is 
restrictive and is seldom met. To improve such a weak point, Fujirnoto and Fukao 
[ 141 have proposed a idea of ‘state splitting’ by which every transXon stochastic 
matrix is transformed into another matrix having a partition with SP. After that, 
using a technique based on ‘state splitting’, Paz [S] gave a result that every n-state 
stochastic system can be decomposed into a whirl interconnection of n - 1 Z-state 
stochastic systems. Furthermore, using only the concept of SP, the present authors 
[ 111 proposed a new procedure by which every n-state stochastic system can be 
decomposed into m 2-state component stochastic systems. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the procedure in [ll]. It is shown that 
every n-state stochastic system can be decompopsed into a whirl interconnection 
of m r-state component stochastic systems. where the three parameters n, m and 
r satisfy certain inequalities. 
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2* Preliminary 
T. Kamaoka, S. Tomita 
The stochastic system is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.1. A stochastic system is a three-tuple A = [S, 2, {A(o))], where S is 
a finite set of states, 2 a finite set of inputs, and (A(v)) ((+ E 2) is a finite set of 
stochastic matrices. 
For each (T E C, A(a) = [ai& c+)]-is a stochastic matrix such that, at any gir-en time . 
1, if the system A is in a state Si E S and receives an input G E 2. then it moves to a 
state Sj E S with probability ai,j(o). Thus A( (r) is an ISI-dimensional stochastic 
matrix, where, for any sc;‘t U, 1 Ul denotes the number of elements of U. 
Definition 2.2. A component stochastic syst~2 is defined as follows: 
A’“=[Si,,rxS’xS2x.. .xS’-‘xS’+‘x.. .xS”‘, 
{A”‘(u, sf,. s;?,, . . . , s?- f , s;,+‘. . . . . s;;,‘, , }I ;, 
where S’ is a finite set of states, E x $ x ,S2 x . . . x St‘ 
finite set of inputs and 
'XS'+'X* l l XSttJ=SJ is it 
is ;I tinite set of stochastic matrices -;:!;ich dcsignatcs the 
r ------I 
t 1 I 
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Definition 2.3. The stochastic system which is interconnected by m r-state com- 
ponents A”), At2’. . . . and A(“” l 1s defined as the stochastic system B = [Z, 2, {B(a))], 
where Z=S’xS2x l =~xS”,IS’I=r(I~i~m)and 
&\a)=[&#,.(o)] (08 u, vs rm- l), (1) 
(2) 
Here, b,,,,.(o) designates the transition probability with which the system B moves 
toastate z,.=(s~,,s~~ ,... , ~7’) E Z when B is in state z,, = ( s!~, sf,, . . . , sr. ) E 2 and 
receives an outer input 0. where ( ullo = ( il i2 l l l &,,L ( u)lo = ( jl j2 l l l irn), and ( )y 
&notes a q-adic number. 
IDefinition 2.4. When a state of the stochastic system B is z1 [( i)ro = (i& . - l i,),, 
foreach k (Isksnt), ikE(Oq19..., r- I}], the transition probability from state 
s:: to state s;: in component A”“, for outer input a, is denoted by II!“’ ( i,, - j,,)(a). 
Definition 2.5. A partition 7~ on a set K is defined as follows: 
NOM’. WC give the most importaut concept for the decomposition of a stochastic 
system. 
Definition 2.6. For a stochastic system A = [S, Yr, {A(G)}], a pan ition T = 
{or, 11 f is t} on state set S is said to have the substitution property (SP) if and only 
if it satisfies the following ‘condition: For each vk, q and eaizh outer input (T E 2, if 
s,, s, E q, then 
Definition 3.7. Let A = [S, -. v (A(O)}] be a stochastic system and IT =(q 11 s is t> 
t-w tt partition which has the SP. 
(I) A*=[S* , E, {A*(c))] is called the system merged with the partition ?T, where 
S*=(n,.v_T ,..., 7r,}andforeachi,j(l~i,j~f), 
1 
_ &tr) = L Uf.fW h k d. 4) 
“1 t n, 
It must be noted that. for each CL, v (s,, s,. E nj), Csrr ~, Q(G) =c,,, T, a,,.~(~) since 
TT has the SP. 
(2) A(a) =[a,.&,] (1 c is 1st. 1 c js 2) is the matrix merged with partition T. 
where t%.,(o) =C,,. n, al.@9. 
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Definition 2.8. Stochastic systems Al =[S,, C, {Add)] and AZ =[SZ. & iA+)}] 
are isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one mapping f between SI and Sz, and, for 
any S,, SjE SI, UEC, 
alL,(o) = %,,J,, - (5) 
In the following definition we give a decomposability of a stochastic system, 
Definition 2.9. Let A = [S, C, (A (a)}] b e a stochastic system and f3 = [Z, 2, (B(o))] 
be a stochastic system interconnected by r8 mponents A”), At2’, . . . , A’M), and let 
r be a partition on the set 2 = S’ X S’X l l l X S”’ which has the SP. Let B* be a 
stochastic system merged with W. Then, A is kd to be decomposable into intercon- 
nected component stochastic systems A”‘, A”‘, . . . , A”“‘, if A is isomorphic to B” 
and IS’l<lSl for each i (lsism). 
In the decomposition of stochastic systems, if the theory of decomposition for 
only one outer input is established, then, using the theory, the decomposition for 
other inputs can be easily derived. Therefore, in the next section we discuss only 
one outer input (T and, for simplicity, we often use the notations a,,,, bi.1. b,,, etc. 
instead of ai,i(o), bi,j(a), &,i(~), etc. 
3. Partition 7~~ and decomposition of stochastic systems 
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and IX:=, &_, = $, ci = 1. It follows that the problem of finding at most m(r - 1) 
unknown quantities af::‘i(e* (05 v s m, 0s js r- 2) is reduced to the problem of 
solving the following set of equations: 
. 
Obviously. (7) has solutions for any C only if t 4 m ( r - 1) + 1. Cl 
From Lemma 3.1 the following theorem is easily derived. The proof is omitted 
here. 
Theorem 3.2. For each k ( k r m( r - I ) + 1) there exists some k-state stochastic system 
wlticlt carrot be realized by any stochastic system interconnected by m r-state 
componert ts. 
In the Pubsequent discussion it is shown that, for each k (r =C k s m( r- 1) + l), 
any k-state stochastic system is decomposable into m r-state component stochastic 
systems. 
First we introduce a partition 72’ on the set of states 2 =(z(,. zl,. . . + zp ,) as 
follows: 
7r’={7r:IlSiSr+t} (ls7d(m-l)(r-1)). W 
where. for any z,,. :a* ( z,, E r,:, z,. E rrl), p =C y if and only if u < u. ..%r.d fcr each 
k(I~k~m-l).whell(k-l)(r-l)+l~t~k(r-l), 
lay= 
r 
It1 I 
(wtrkk), 
[r-{~-(k-~)(r-l)}]r”‘~k ’ ifi=k(r-l)+l. 
(9) 
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Let P= m-log,, Irrr+,l. Th en, concerning the partition ?r’, we obtain the following 
result. 
Theorem 3.3. Let f3 = [Z, C, {B(o)}] 6 e a stochastic sysrem interconnected by m 
r-statecomponentsA”‘, A”‘, . . . , A(‘“! Then, &o)=[&(rr)](O~ is #‘I- 1, 1 s js 
1 $I), which is the matrix merged with the partition 7~‘. is dependent on P components, 
but independent of m-p components. 
Proof. The transition probability with which the interconnected stochastic system 
B enters state zi f- iJm Zi [((ilo= (i,i? l * l i,,,), ( j)lp( j+ l l * j,,,) and. for each k 
(l=zkkm), ik, jkE{O, 1,. . . d-l)] is 
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From the fact that, for each v (k + 1 s v s RI), 
I: h:“‘( i,. r-j,.) = I, 
j, t .v 
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(12) 
if follows that 
Thus, it is easily seen from (11) and (12) that h., depends on the components 
A(I), At2, , . . . , At? but is independent of A’k+‘), . . . , A(“‘). In I?rJ = trmmk, k is at its 
largest when i = I + 7, namely 1 RF+ t 1 = r”? Therefore, B(U) is dependent on P 
components A’ I’. A”’ . . . . , A”’ but independent of m - P components. Cl 
Furthermore. concerning the rows of matrix B( 0) we can derive the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let 7j, = (I&, &, . . . , &.,+,j be the i-th row of the matrix B(a) = 
[&(a)] (0s is P- 1, 1 S js r+7). Then th cre exist com,nonen ts
,$l~,A’.‘!,_. . .A!“‘) 
such that for any stochastic vector C = (cl, c?, . . . , c,+ J the 
_Mlowing eqrta tion is satisfied : 
7j, = c (14 
Proof. Let 
I I r-- I 
A r A 41 
(ITT& hII.. . . , I7&I) =(r”’ I,. . . , r”’ i , r”’ ‘, . . . , I-"'-~, .. . , 
r )?I IS r HI k , ckfr WI I k + I 1 2 nr--(k+ I) r m-(k+l) . . . . . , * . . , )l 
v / . Y , 
r- I r---a 
(1% 
where l*,Gr- I, lckkinl-1. k(r-l)+r-a+l=ldl. Then, from (12), we 
get the following set of equations: 
6.l = s,‘,. 6.2 = Xf. . . . , h,,, 1 = A-_~. 
. 
where II:“’ (i,. - j,,) = $1 ( 1 d v r~, m, OS i,., jE, s r- 1 )_ 
Thus. for any st.>chastic vector C, the solutions of q - C al\lays exist. El 
(16) 
Furthtt~rnore, we get the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.5. In the matrix B( cr) = [ bi,j] (0 6 i, j s I”’ - I), if i f i’, then for any j, 
j’ (0 S j, j’ S rm - l), bi,i and bif,j* are independent. 
Now let (&,=(i i2 3 l . i,,,),, (i’),p(i\ii l l l ii,, )p If i # i’, then, for at least one 
k (1 G k d m), ik f irk. It follows from the above and (6) that, for exh k (1 s k 6 m), 
uk # ui or pk = pi. Thus, it is easily seen that if i # i’, then 6i.i and bio,s* are 
independent. q 
From Theorem 3.5 the following ,theorem is easily derived. The proof is left to 
the reader. 
Theorem 3.6. For each i, i’ (0 5 i, i’ s r - I), if i # i’, then qi and r),. are independetat, 
where vi and vi* are the i-th and i’-th rows of B( CT) respectively. 
Theorem 3.7. Let B = [Z, -, v ( B(u)}] be a stochastic system irttercomected by IPI 
r-state contporzertts A’ I’, A”‘, . . . , A(““. The11 we cat4 make a partitiorr zz 0112 which 
hirs the SP. Let B” = [Z, Z, {B*(u))] h e a stochastic system merged Gth partition II~ 
which has the SP. Then, for any stochastic matrix ,V = [tarj] ( 1 s i, j s r+ 7). t/rere 
exist nt r-state components A”‘, A”‘, . . . . A’“” swch that 
B*(u) = N. (17) 
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Tbcorem3.9. LetIr”=(nPI1~i~r)(foreachi(l~i~t),J?r’i’l=rm-’) beapartition 
on 2 such that, for any zrr E g!, 0 Z,EW,, p<y if and only if u<u, and G’= 
{nrIrSidr+7} (c?r’=(n~ll =S i =S r+ 7)) be a partition on Ir”,. Then, the number 
of transition matrices required for each component A’ “) ( 1 G v =S p) is ]7ZT1( = T + I). 
Proof. First we restrict ourselves to component A’ ’ ). If the interconnected stochastic 
system B is in state ti [( i)ln = (i, i2 . . . i,),], Input of A”’ as the neighbor states is 
ptc; (NM= (M3 l . l i,), 
From (12) and the fact that A”’ has all inputs pl, 106 u s rmql - 1) for each 
n~(l~t~r),foreacht(l~t~r),wehave 
1 
I 
4:: if 2, E & 
I .I r”’ ’ 
g,, = . y if 2, E 78, . (20) 
. 
I a 11, (I I’r’” ’ r.t if ;, E 7r)), 
where & u) = [i;,.,] (0 6 i s rm - 1. 1 s j d 4 is the matrix merged with the partition. 
Now. let f3* be the stochastic system merged with 7~“. Since no should have the 
SP. for each I. j ( 1 d t, j”- r), if z,, z,. E nJ’, then 6p.j = 6V,V Thus, in (20), considering 
{ilz,E 7rf)=(i+“-‘;z,E 7Z} 
=. . . -{i-(r_ I)r”‘-’ itle ~j:,}={ilO~i~r”‘-l-l), cw 
A”‘(u, pl,) = A”‘@. pt) 
Namely. the number of transition 
t?ne. 
From 
is easily 
input. 
Since 
for each ptcr pc (0 d u < v 5 rm-- ’ - 1). (22) 
matrices required for the component A”) is only 
the above discussion and thefactthat.foreach v(l~~~~~--l.~~=$, it 
seen that under partition 7rT, A”’ has [ 6’1 transition matrices for one outer 
each component A”‘) ( 1 d v 5 m) is interconnected with all other com- 
poncnts. that is, each component is connected symmetrically, the proof for the other 
components A”‘. A”‘, . , . , A”‘“’ is analogous to that for A”‘. q 
4. Example 
In this section, using the decomposition theorem ,jf the previous section, we try 
to decompose a &state stochastic system A = [IS, 2, {A(u)}] (2 = {CT}) into three 
Sstate component stochastic systems, where 
(23) 
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Let B=[Z, Z(B(o))] (Z={r,, zl,. . . , r7}) be a stochastic system which is intet- 
connected by three 2-state components A(‘), Af2), A’“’ whose transition matrices 
are given in [6]. The following 
73 = { 7r;, 7Tf, 71;, &} 
Then, since 7r2 has the SP, the 
A”‘(a, po) = A”‘(o, 
partition n2 is applied: 
where R: ={z~,, zlr q, q}, 
7r; = { 26). T: = {z,}, 
following sets of equations are derived: 
(24 
where we use the notation u$ in:;tead of a& 
f3(rr) can be constructed from (X), and further the fol\o+g matrix R*(G) which 
is merged with 7~’ is obtained: 
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